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Data Collection, Cleaning



DATA

Instagram

● 18 profiles 
● Psychology 

content

MongoDB

Tools

● 14800+ entries
● MongoDB Atlas

● Instaloader
● PyMongo
● Pandas
● Sklearn
●



Data Cleaning

Restorations

Restore spaced titles

Bold and italic 
characters to plain text

Translate British terms 
to American English

Remove punctuation, 
self-mentions, 

hashtags, emojis

Remotions
Normalization

Translations
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Data Preprocessing

Lemmatization

Spacy

English, largest model NLTK

SnowballStemmer

'Casually' → 'casual'

Stemming

Parameters05
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Unigrams

Words longer than 3 
characters

Present in 1% of the 
documents
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CountVectorizer



TF-IDF



 91210 
Topics Words

14800+
Instagram posts

 18
Instagram accounts



TOPICS

Healing Journey
4325

Asking or Looking for Help
813

Healthy Relationships
1069

Intimacy in Relationships
1921

Inner-Work
1329

Communication
772

Otherness
1387

Actions
650

Reparenting
1763

Trauma
810



Test Case 1

"I wanted to take back my 
diagnosis and keep that can of 
worms closed shut. But repressing 
all that stuff made me physically ill. 
It made my brain stop working. And 
eventually I had a nervous 
breakdown so bad my 
consciousness left my brain and the 
world looked unreal."

— lorazcyk, Reddit

https://www.reddit.com/r/CPTSD/comments/76dv7h/i_regret_that_i_ever_started_processing_childhood/dod8bn8/?utm_source=reddit&utm_medium=web2x&context=3


First Recommendation



Second Recommendation



Third Recommendation



Test Case 2

"I’ve been talking to a new person that I really like 
and see myself being friends with and just connect 
with. I want him to know who I am so I’m trying to 
explain my past and what I went through, but I end 
up crying about it because it was a lot of bad 
negative stuff that really hurt me. Is this healthy to 
do? Like do I just need to forget the past or 
whatever? I know it’s probably best to feel these 
things without any judgement right? It’s just crazy 
I’m crying about something that happened few 
years ago, like I know it’s not stupid but I just feel 
stupid about feeling the way I do which I’m trying 
to feel anymore. My friend went through family 
problems too so it makes me really understand 
what he went through, and idk why it’s always the 
ones that dealt with family problems that I connect 
with the most. Is that normal?"

— Novemberx123, Reddit

https://www.reddit.com/r/emotionalneglect/comments/iddfsd/is_it_healthy_to_talk_about_the_past_and_cry/


First Recommendation



Second Recommendation



Third Recommendation



Future Work

Improve the recommendations by adding 
more related accounts to the database

Recover text from images to improve 
the “understanding” over the post

Build application to provide the service

Sentiment Analysis over comments to 
provide insights on the impact of the 

post on users that interact with it 

Similar accounts

Image-to-text algorithm

Deployment

Comments from posts

Identifying images that are almost 
similar and don’t include them on the 

recommendation unless the caption is 
different

Reposts



CREDITS: This presentation template was 
created by Slidesgo, including icons by 
Flaticon, and infographics & images by Freepik. 

Thanks!
Do you have any questions?

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr


APPENDIX



Resources

● Coronavirus depression, stress, isolation: Mental health care online

● Emotional Wellbeing During the COVID-19 Outbreak

● 10 Best Mental Health and Therapy Accounts on Instagram

● Instagram Therapists Are the New Instagram Poets

● 28 Instagram Accounts That Destigmatize Mental Health

● Instagram Is Not Therapy and I'm Not an Instagram Therapist

https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/columnist/2020/04/05/coronavirus-depression-stress-isolation-free-mental-health-care-online-covid-19/5093961002/
https://suicidepreventionlifeline.org/current-events/supporting-your-emotional-well-being-during-the-covid-19-outbreak/
https://lifegoalsmag.com/10-best-mental-health-and-therapy-accounts-on-instagram/
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/26/style/instagram-therapists.html
https://www.verywellmind.com/30-instagram-accounts-that-destigmatize-mental-health-4707887
https://www.psychologytoday.com/intl/blog/healing-together/201908/instagram-is-not-therapy-and-im-not-instagram-therapist

